England Fencing AGM – 22 November 2020
Held virtually due the COVID-19 pandemic
Attendees:
Board – Tristan Parris, Anthony Crutchett, Jonathan Katz, Alex Savin, Ayesha Fihosy, Milind Pradhan,
Sam Murray, Chris Granston-Selby
Officers – Beth Davidson, Hannah Gavin, Luke Deamer

Sue Hanney – via proxy vote
Apologies: Mavis Thornton, Maxine Foxwell-Moss
Agenda:
1. Presidents Welcome
Tristan Parris – November 2020 Welcome to all and thank you for attending – in the first
online England fencing AGM. Thank you to Anthony especially for the work he has done on
setting this up. I think we are all very aware that it has been a unique year in our lives and
the same is the case for England Fencing. EF have been working as closely as possible with
BF throughout the Covid19 Pandemic. Dr Jonathan Katz, one of the elected members of the
EF Board, sat in on the working group which BF established and was able to contribute to
plans for fencing in BF and EF as well as feeding back on relevant decisions and discussions
to the EF Board. We would like to formally thank him for his time and dedication in this
regard It has been, of course, a quieter year in terms of events as no Commonwealth events
have happened with the postponement of the Veterans Champs and the cancellation of the
EYC. There is every intention to run these events next year if possible, and there should also

be a Cadet and Junior Commonwealth Championships in India in 2021. Obviously there is
still much uncertainty in the world at the moment so we will aim to update membership
asap when we have more concrete information. England Fencing have been awarded the
Senior and Veteran Commonwealth Fencing Championships in 2022 – and thank you so
much to Alex Savin and his team for getting well ahead on this exciting project. There were
EF trips to Barcelona, Finland and France last year before the pandemic and thank you again
to Beth for all the work she does organising these trips. We want to support the position of
Representative Fencing Officer as much as we can as it is a voluntary role with a lot of work
to do. We are delighted that Richard Bernstein has started working with Beth but would still
like to hear from any members of EF who feel they could contribute in this space. After the
formal part of the meeting has closed I have asked Beth to make a short presentation on
representative fencing in EF We, as a board, have had some changes in personnel over the
year and we said farewell to Viv Mills and thank you for the tireless work she put in for EF
and continues to do especially with BDF. The Board appointed Luke Deamer as Referee
Officer. Luke has already done considerable work on bringing the level 1 and 2 courses and
examinations up to date. Luke is working with Nickie Bailey – who England Fencing have
agreed with BF to part fund in the short term – to get EF and BF 2 refereeing pathways
aligned and functional. This is a project close to my heart and also to many of the EF
membership so thank you to Luke and team. After the formal part of the meeting has closed
I have asked Luke to make a short presentation on refereeing in EF We are also delighted to
have appointed Sam Murray onto the board as one of our two independent directors. Sam’s
record as an international pentathlete speaks for itself and we are confident that she will
add initiative, expertise and energy to the board. We are also delighted to welcome Ayesha
Fihosy onto the board. Many of the membership will already know Ayesha and her superb
record as a fencer. Ayesha will, I am sure, also bring in new ideas to help support and
develop England Fencing. EF continue to work with BF and help to fund Hannah Gavin in her
role with both organisations. The main project towards which we are working is a
comprehensive review of the regional structures within England Fencing, and how we can
interact with and support the regions better and vice versa. This project has inevitably
slowed a little over the past 6 months but we will push ahead with it in the next year. Last
month EF announced on the website that it was accepting bids for grants to support clubs
and England Regions – we are looking forward to receiving exciting and innovative ideas
which can support and grow our sport within England. We also realise the need for our
website to be totally revamped and Anthony Crutchett has been working on that. We will
also be looking to improve and increase our use of social media.
2. Approval of minutes
Minutes of the 2019 EF AGM approved by the majority
3. Accounts
•
•
•
•

Turnover £132k – year to June. Lower than previous year, as a result of the
exceptional Junior Commonwealth Event.
Annual surplus of £50k.
Reserve increased to £312k.
Finances in healthy state. Albeit potential long-term impact

4. Elections
England Fencing is delighted to announce the appointment of two new board directors.
Following the recent board elections, Ayesha Fihosy has been appointed to serve a four-year term
from the November 2020 AGM.
Ayesha has been fencing for over 15 years and has represented Great Britain at five World and
European Championships across cadet, junior, and senior levels. She won a silver medal at the 2018
Commonwealth Fencing Championships in Australia in the women’s foil event.
Speaking after her appointment, Ayesha said, “I am very pleased to join the England Fencing board
as an elected director. I am passionate about the promotion of diversity and inclusion and I believe it
is the responsibility of all members of the England Fencing community to play a part in this. I value
the uniqueness, beliefs, diversity and cultures of all individuals in our community and wish to create
a better culture and more inclusive environment within our sport. I am really excited about this
opportunity and I am looking forward to this new role.”
The board also has the pleasure of announcing that Samantha Murray has been appointed as an
independent director (the England Fencing board consists of six elected directors and two
independent appointed directors).
Sam is a double Olympian in Modern Pentathlon, winning a silver medal at London 2012 and was
also World Champion in 2014 and 2015. She was in the top 10 of the modern pentathlon world
rankings for 8 consecutive years and enjoyed multiples successes at World Cup Series and World Cup
Final events. During her sporting career, Sam graduated from the University of Bath with a BA Hons
in French and Politics and also established her consultancy business in executive coaching and public
speaking. Since her retirement in 2018, Sam has built highly effective, influential and collaborative
relationships across the sports industry as well as directing and delivering workplace wellness
strategies for blue chip companies and SMEs. Sam began fencing aged 12 and competed at national
competitions in the UK, France, Italy, and Hungary. A huge advocate for the sport, she leads fencing
workshops for schools and organisation around the world and continues to champion fencing in her
keynote talks.
Speaking after her appointment, Sam said, “I’m delighted to be appointed as an Independent
Director for England Fencing. This is an exciting opportunity to drive meaningful change for both
current and future members.”
We’re delighted to welcome both Ayesha and Sam to the board, and look forward to their
contributions to come in promoting, developing, and fostering fencing in all aspects in England.
5. Honours
The England Fencing Honours Committee recognises the following for their contribution to
fencing in England:
Bronze – John Anderson
The committee recognises John’s 31 years of service to Gravesham Fencing Club and the
work John has done in a rural location to promote the sport of fencing within the local

community. John has served as club captain, president, coach and supported hundreds of
fencers develop their passions and seek to reach their potential.
Bronze – Jacqui Lever
The committee recognises Jacqui’s support for club and regional fencing over many years.
She has served as Eastern Region Treasurer, supported the Elite Epee Junior Series, ran DTs,
supported England Fencing with the organisation of Wroclaw and continually supports
Oundle Peterborough and Stamford Epee Club.
Gold – Viv Mills
Viv has worked tirelessly for many years to promote and support the sport of fencing within
England. This has included serving on the board of England Fencing, organising and running
the EYCs for multiple years, travelling the world supporting England teams, and lobbying
MPs and anyone else she can meet with to get fencing back on the GCSE curriculum
(amongst other things). Additionally Viv has worked hard to raise awareness, recognition of
and inclusion of wheelchair fencing athletes wherever possible.
Gold – Marie Liston
Marie served as President of England Fencing and as such took on a great deal of work and
responsibility to further, promote and protect fencing in England. Aside from this significant
workload, the Committee recognises the work that Marie has done in the North East region,
where she has transformed the delivery of the sport, e.g. via Street Swords.
Deferred honours (decided in 2013 but deferred due to service on the England Fencing
board)
Gold – Ray Stafford
Gold – Peter Smith
The Committee would also like to declare a submission for recognition for Alex Savin –
although as he is a serving board member, the committee has not considered that
nomination at this time.
6. Accountants
Vote to approve Manningtons as EF auditors for the next year.
7. Officers reports:
Events Report, AGM 2020 Alex Savin
a. The 2019/2020 season in review The 2019/2020 season, as we all know, was drastically,
swiftly and cruelly cut short by the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic. England Fencing had,
prior to the onset of the first national lockdown, set in motion plans for the organisation and
delivery of the 2020 England Youth Championships, our flagship youth event; and for the

organisation and delivery of the 2020 Youth 5 Nations – an international youth competition
that was spearheaded by Welsh Fencing following the ejection of fencing from the UK School
Games. Ireland had previously hosted the event successfully in Maynooth in 2019 and
England Fencing had agreed to host the event in the summer of 2020. Unfortunately,
national and international restrictions, and the absolute priority of maintaining the health,
safety and wellbeing of our members necessitated the postponement and subsequently the
cancellation of both of these events. The 5 Nations are in conversation to establish the route
forward for the Youth 5 Nations (and other 5 Nations events in general) in the wake of
Covid-19. b. 2020/2021 Season – Looking ahead With respect to the EYCs, we originally
announced that we would be extending the oldest age group (the Under 15s) by a year for
the 2021 EYCs (up to Under 16s) to ensure that no young person missed out on their chance
to compete at their “final” EYCs. This is still very much the intention of England Fencing.
However, we must acknowledge that at the time of writing the announcement (in April
2020), there was a general hope that the pandemic would abate and that restrictions would
ease as we moved into the new academic year. In particular, there were hopeful projections
in the spring of this year that domestic competition might be able to resume in some form as
early as December 2020 or January 2021. However, it now seems clear that the
overwhelming focus of the England Fencing community, and indeed the wider fencing
community, must centre on supporting clubs and communities through the hardships of
localised and varied restrictions. Regrettably, this means that we are forced to adopt a
“wait-and-see” approach to events. It is our hope that we will be able to host the EYCs in
2021, but we will be reviewing this regularly and will aim to publish all relevant information
as early as possible in the New Year. Additionally, we note that it is possible but neither
confirmed nor guaranteed that the 2021 Cadet & Junior Commonwealth Fencing
Championships scheduled to be held in India will be delayed, particularly in view of the
postponement of the 2020 Olympics to 2021. As soon as 2 any decision has been made and
confirmed by the Fencing Association of India and the Commonwealth Fencing Federation,
we will communicate this to the membership. c. Senior & Veteran Commonwealth Fencing
Championships 2022 It is with great pleasure that I can write to the members of England
Fencing informing them that England Fencing has submitted a successful bid to host the
Senior & Veteran Commonwealth Fencing Championships in London in 2022. England
Fencing has appointed an organising group consisting of Lorraine Rose, Ruth Robson, Savvas
Neophytou, and myself. This organising group has subsequently recruited a wider team of
highly experienced individuals from across the Home Nations. We are already immensely
grateful for the hard word the entire team put into preparing the bid document, and the
planning they have already begun to ensure that the 2022 Commonwealth championships is
a world-class athlete-centred event that operates within a reasonable and responsible
budget. Excitingly, the 2022 Commonwealth Fencing Championships will be the first to
include a wheelchair fencing element as part of its main schedule. While the details of this
are yet to be finalised with CFF (Fencing Federation) and IWAS, we are eagerly looking
forward to hosting a truly inclusive, unique, and spectacular event in London in 2022. We
will, of course, be looking to our friends and supporters in the England Fencing community
for help delivering the event. Volunteering opportunities will be published by England
Fencing over the course of the next 18 months or so leading up to the competition.
Head of Refereeing Report for the AGM – Luke Deamer
I took over this role from Peter Huggins in April 2020. Firstly, I must therefore thank Peter for
everything he has contributed to this role over the past few years – I realise I have a lot to live up to!

Over the past few months, I have set out a major update to the refereeing level 1 and 2 system for
England Fencing. I have placed particular emphasis on the need for engaging, standardised referee
training and a general need for more referee mentoring. The revised referee system is broken down
into two separate levels: Level 1 = Introduction to refereeing. This will be aimed at new fencers and
parents, to help them understand the role and responsibilities of a referee. This module is for
educational purposes only, so there is no examination or central register of level 1 referees. Level 2 =
Regional-level referee. This will be aimed at those looking to referee at small events, such as county
/ regional events and junior series competitions. In order to achieve a level 2, referees must pass a
theory and a practical exam. The theory modules and theory exams are split into general and
weapon-specific parts, whilst the practical exam can take place at a county-level event. Those that
pass are added to a central referee register. I am also pulling together an additional ‘level 2+’
module to help bridge the gap between level 2 and the British Fencing level 3. This is key to
mentoring new referees as they begin to referee cadet & junior events or opens. As part of the push
for standardisation, I have worked with some of the other refereeing examiners and created
PowerPoint slides for teaching theory courses. These are designed to be interactive, with games,
quizzes and diagrams throughout. When delivered in person, these presentations also increased
learner participation via Plickers, a free app that enables every referee candidate to vote on an
action / multiple choice quiz simply by rotating a printed QR code. However, Covid-19 also presented
the opportunity to trial online referee courses. As such, foil and epee level 2 seminars and exams
were trialled on Zoom. Both these modules and exams were received well, presenting a new
opportunity for online seminars in the future; whilst face-to-face seminars are still preferred from an
engagement perspective, the option of online webinars will increase accessibility of referee courses
across the country. In terms of theory examination, I have updated the questions and moved the
exams to an online delivery. This has multiple advantages, including allowing diagrams and videos to
be integrated into the exam, automatic exam marking and making remote exams possible. This also
allows easy analysis of questions that candidates perform well on / struggle with, to allow the exams
to be developed going forwards. Going forwards, I am collaborating with the other home nations,
who have all agreed to work together, to relaunch the 1 and 2 system, as described above. There are
many people that have helped contribute towards relaunching the referee system. I would
particularly like to thank Alex Savin for his guidance on launching this referee system, Pat Jennings
for his general feedback and sabre material, as well as Chiara McDermott, Mike Selig, Jen Sancroft
and everyone else that has shared and reviewed these presentations. I would also welcome anybody
else that has referee materials of their own that they would like to share, or anyone that believes
they can help in this project, to collaborate in the future
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